StrategyDotZero (SDZ) an enterprise strategy and planning platform

SDZ Overview

Planning and Performance Measurement
Planning and Review Team
Contact: planning@anu.edu.au
Introduction of SDZ

StrategyDotZero is built on a Strategy Execution Framework that integrates key disciplines..
Benefits of SDZ

The key benefits SDZ will provide the ANU include:

- Improve **single line of sight** for ANU Strategy, Business Planning, Project Management, Governance and monitoring of performance in a **live and integrated digital format**
- Improve the ANU’s Executive Leadership Group’s ability to **accelerate decision-making** in a **digital and agile way**
- Enable the ANU to transition from **static paper-based reporting** to **dynamic digital reporting** capabilities
- Ensure **consistency and alignment** of planning across the organisation and management of risks and capability to ensure alignment of strategic objectives, key initiatives and individual Business Plans
- Improved **dependency management** across related business plans
- Enable improved Risk Management practices by actively identifying, evaluating and monitoring risks in a **centralised and streamlined manner**
SDZ Executive Dashboard
Quick Guide

STRATEGIC PLAN
Explore ANU Strategy through initiatives, KPI's, and strategic risks.

PLANNING CALENDAR
Access to a regularly updated planning calendar allowing users to keep track of key activities and milestones.

GOVERNANCE (Future Release)
Visibility of actions and decisions emerging from key forums.

BUSINESS PLAN EXPLORER
Explore all business plans across the university, including initiatives, deliverables, performance indicators and strategic alignment.

ORG PULSE
View the distribution of key initiatives, KPI's and risks across any business unit.

MY WATCHLIST
Pin items of interest to My Watchlist for customised visualisation of ANU strategy.